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	There is an error in the URL entered into your web browser. Please check the URL and try again.
	The page you are looking for has been moved or deleted.



  You can return to our homepage by clicking here, or you can try searching for the
  content you are seeking by clicking here.
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  We are a European manufacturer of cutting-edge bio-aromatic chemical-intermediates and related formulations under the ExaPhen brand. We support epoxy, polyurethane and phenolic composites, CASE and foams.  
ExaPhen is based on cardanol, a derivative of the shells of cashew-nuts - an agricultural waste, rich with a bio natural aromatic oil, which is transformed along our process. 
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  Elmira Industrial Supplies u.g. (reg in Charlottenburg Berlin with 83995).
Akazienstrasse 3A. The Schack Space. 10823. Berlin. VAT no: DE311652344























  
  









		      

		    



		  

		
 

		

	